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Abstract: Network analysis is a promising field in the area of network applica-
tions as different types of traffic grow enormously and exponentially. Reliable
route prediction is a challenging task in the Large Scale Networks (LSN). Various
non-self-learning and self-learning approaches have been adopted to predict reli-
able routing. Routing protocols decide how to send all the packets from source to
the destination addresses across the network through their IP. In the current era,
dynamic protocols are preferred as they network self-learning internally using
an algorithm and may not entail being updated physically more than the static pro-
tocols. A novel method named Reliable Route Prediction Model (RRPM) is pro-
posed to find the best routes in the given hefty gage network to balance the load of
the entire network to advance the network recital. The task is carried out in two
phases. In the first phase, Network Embedding (NE) based node classification is
carried out. The second phase involves the network analysis to predict the route of
the LSN. The experiment is carried out for average data transmission and rerout-
ing time is measured between RRPM and Routing Information Protocol (RIP)
protocol models with before and after failure links. It was observed that average
transmission time for RIP protocol has measured as 18.5 ms and RRPM protocol
has measured as 18.2 ms. Hence the proposed RRPM model outperforms well
than the traditional route finding protocols such as RIP and Open Shortest Path
First (OSPF).

Keywords: Network embedding; node classification; link prediction; routing
protocols; novel RRPM

1 Introduction

The mostly Distance and Link state protocols widely used to find static and dynamic paths. In the current
extent of network based applications for text, image, audio and video data, Network science [1] is the most
prominent and interesting field. Network science combines the concept of data science into the large scale of
networks [2]. It should be required to efficiently process network data for future use. In that, the first and
foremost challenging task is to treasure the effective Network Data Representation. Upon the completion
of network representation concisely then the advanced analytical errands, such as outline unearthing,
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analysis of network [3], performance analysis [4], clustering of node [5], classification of node [6] and
visualization of network, can be conducted efficiently in both time and space.

A novel NE has been developed to sustain the challenge and effort has been committed. Such a model is
illustrated in Fig. 1. In this model, similar kind nodes labeled using ID and its closeness of each other node
are coined as input with two dimensional spaces. It ensures and demonstrates that two dimensional
embedding space and hence it is well modeled.

The networking processing tasks are as follows. Clustering and classification of nodes, prediction of
links and visualization of networks. These tasks represent network depiction and it is called the NE. If
NE was able to achieve the above processing steps, then it would be boycotting the traditional network
process. Hence NE is deceptive and this strategy is the advantage of NE. The working steps of NE are
illustrated in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2 represents the traditional topology based network analysis along with NE based network analysis
and it compares each step and features of both. It is compared for image extraction [7] with network analysis.
The deep and detailed survey [7] made on Summary for various methods of NE and Structure Preserving NE
techniques [8]. Also surveys carried out on NE with side information and Advanced information preserving
based NE. Before finding the reliable routes of the network, the network is analyzed using various
networking parameters. Network parameters include node similarity, eccentricity, distance etc. The
network topology can also be analyzed by these parameters.

Figure 1: Input network graph
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The algorithms are applied on the network to perform various networking tasks such as network
classification, link prediction, route analysis etc. Existing techniques focus on the static networks. The
Field of Network Data science includes problems such as node classification and link prediction. Network
node classification is a challenging domain in network science. The traditional algorithms are based on
shortest path finding techniques. When the load in the static network increases, there is a necessity to find
the alternate route to balance the network traffic. Any network with malicious nodes will pull down the
performance of the network. Applying the traditional algorithms on such networks is too difficult.

The sampled nodes in the network or a network of interested nodes are called NE. NE so called as
extreme learning where parameters need not be calculated and generated randomly. The output of NE is
sent as input to node classification [4]. Logistic Regression (LR) and K–Nearest neighbor (KNN)
classifier are used to classify the nodes as trusted and non-trusted nodes of the embedding network. LR
with embedded graphs bounces improved results than both LR for node classification than label
propagation on non-embedded graphs [9]. KNN outperforms efficiently than the label propagation
algorithms such as Support Vector Machine (SVM) and back propagation algorithms.

The link prediction [6] algorithm deals with future predictions of the given network. Prediction of the
missing links was carried out and it canister be used for building a Graph reconstruction, recommendation
engine, and route prediction of a large scale network. RIP [10] with RRPM improves accuracy of the network
and throughput of the network is measured in terms of routing parameters delay. The shortest path between
source and destination nodes was found using RIP protocol. It finds the shortest path based on weights
between nodes/hop counts. As RIP converges faster than OSPF, RIP with RRPM has to be measured as a
research work as intelligence has to be established in network processing. In the next Gen networks,
Dynamic route prediction is the most needed operation. To ensure dynamism in the next Gen Network
route findings, a new method was proposed RRPM which obtains the network embedding Topology2vec
[11] through a Machine Learning (ML) algorithm logistic regression using and works with RIP.

Further this research work is discussed as follows. Section 2 discusses the related work on NE and
Routing information. Section 3 is discussing the proposed RRPM algorithm model and its related
methods and algorithms. Section 4 is depicting the result and discussion of the experiment. Finally
Section 5 is summarizing the conclusion and future work of this research work.

Figure 2: Comparison of tradition and NE based network analysis
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2 Related Works

In this section, it is essential to discuss previous work done in information embedding based on large
networks and the technical background. A brief introduction about the issues of representation of network
and also the related work in the representation learning of the network information has to be discussed.
Secondly, discuss the ML tasks like prediction and classification in the learned network. Thirdly, it is
necessary to investigate some related works for the routing problems and its application scenario for how
and why it is essential.

In ML is learning, which is essential to study about the structure of topological networks as a typical
method. NE or network representation learning techniques are attractive methods [12,13]. The original
high dimensional spaces are the Learns latent features and then converted. The concept of a rather sample
was used for NE [14]. In this work, the nonlinear characteristics of networks were taken as a challenge as
it is difficult to handle due to nonlinearity. Also it was addressing, pair of nodes for multiple-order
relationships.

Some exciting work has been carried out on methods such as deep walk [15] and work for the language
processing area which is inspired by word2vec [16]. In this research work, statistical information on graph
unbiased random walk was carried out and this walk treated information as a set of sentences. Initially the
language modeling method is set to learn the network representation and it acts as a generalized language
modeling method. The Node2vec [17] was introduced for performing Depth First Search (DFS) and Best
First Search (BFS) as deep walk and it has been improvised with feature and weight of DFS and BFS.
Other than DeepWalk, the method is called Node2vec enabling two hyper parameters and is carried out in
DFS and BFS. Another work was discussed for second and first order proximity, both simultaneously, to
reserve a simple objective function LANE [18]. In this work, Topology2Vec was coined for the DCN
network environment to act as a well-designed representation learning method and it preserves global
view of the topology between nodes using the local structures.

Topology2Vec [11] satisfies both efficiency and validity for Topology Zoo [19], in terms of average
network latency when compared with k–means ML algorithm. Methods such as DeepWalk, LINE, and
Node2vec time complexity was measured and it is actually NE methods. On the other hand, GraRep
[20–22], M-NMF, and LANE, methods imposed for quadratic complexity, may cause the limit applied to
the large networks and scalability issues too. Thirdly, Liblinear [23] classifier is used to train and learn
from the training set.

It was inferring the labels of the rest nodes that the trained classifiers were popularly applied to evaluate
the metrics for multi-label classification problems. The classification includes Macro-F1 and Micro-F1 [24].
A high significance was achieved for a variety of applications with NE and has been proven, examples were
node classification [4], graph visualization [25], recommendation tasks [26], and link prediction [27]. The
four categories of data sets tested for multi-label classification applications have been successfully tested.
Some names were social networks citation based applications. The BLOGCATALOG was used for
evaluation of performance along with the methods like DeepWalk [15], node2vec [17], GraRep [20],
SDNE [21], and LANE [22]. Finally it was concluded that NE algorithms have been widely used to catch
performance on various networks. It has been well demonstrated their effectiveness using above methods
on node classification. Some time, heterogeneous type of network’s information can be used to measure
personalized entities [28].

Manageable amount of attention is impacted on link prediction [27–30] for network analysis since it is
one of the fundamental problems. In observed network structure [31], two nodes edge connection existence
has been measured and also has to be estimated its likelihood and its observation. Liben-Nowell and
Kleinberg [27] work stated the link prediction problem. It stated that the scale-free network was
discovered and its feature time t and it is represented in Eq. (1).
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tm ¼ tþ t (1)

The node centrality scores used for link prediction as the traditional graph-based features by different
supervised and unsupervised approaches derive from the common neighborhood [27–29]. The work is
that two nodes may gain higher propensity which has to be linked as similarity. In general, Mean Average
Precision (MAP) and K mean precision measuring ML algorithms were used to evaluate the link
prediction performance [14]. Link prediction on a social network such as Facebook and a biological
network PPI were measured using Node2vec. The Database systems and Logic programming was
demonstrating the effectiveness of citation networks using EOE [32]. Epinions and Slashdot, and SiNE
[33] showed that the superior performance of signed NE for two social networks and it was measured as
link prediction. It is expensive with respect to parameter measure computationally and spatially. Thus, it
is essential to deploy a Random Forest (RF) classifier as an alternative. RF can carry out a new algebraic
operation to obtain the symmetric pairwise feature representation. RF can use Topology2vec for a node
pair. Yet another work was discussed about action recommenders for networks with ML concept [34].
This work was represented to solve the issue of Internet service Provider (ISP) to minimize the cost of
network data transmission. Here an experiment was carried out to measure user quality and ISP cost.
Another network related concept for optimizing an efficient network, a Drone based DOA beamforming
antenna was discussed [35]. This work is essential to achieve high output for data transmission.

3 Proposed Work

A network G is a collection of nodes N and edges E and it is represented as Eq. (2).

G ¼ fN; Eg (2)

A network can be viewed as a directed or undirected graph. LSN of nodes are created dynamically with
various networking parameters. In General, all the networking parameters are not interesting in nature and
also are time consuming if we process the entire large network. A process called NE is applied on the
network to extract features of the network. A well-known random walk algorithm for a large network
called Node2Vec/Topology2vec is applied on a dataset such as karate club, wiki sets and extracted the
interesting nodes for down streaming tasks such as link prediction and node classification. Reliable or
trusted nodes of the network are classified and extracted using linear regression. The KNN classifier is a
better suited algorithm for non-embedded networks than the label propagation algorithms. Classifier
accuracy, micro and macro F1 of linear regression is slightly higher than the label propagation such as
SVM and back propagation. Traditional link prediction coefficients such as jaccard and adamic adar
index. The newly learned reliable network is applied with link mining algorithms such as Node2vec and
Topology2vec. Topology2vec with link prediction produces better results than traditional correlation of
Jaccard’s coefficient and state-of-the-art legacy algorithm Node2vec.

A Completely learned reliable trusted network is fed as input to the novel method called RRPM. Routing
using RIP with and without RRPM is analyzed. The delay and throughput of the network on various
trials were being measured. RIP with RRPM performs better. The Flow diagram of the proposed work is
shown in Fig. 3.

3.1 Proposed Algorithms

The methods that were used for simulating a random walk to generate node contexts and it was for the
statistical sampling-based approaches from a given network G (V, E), where V and E are the set of vertices
and edges respectively. Afterward, the node classification function is invoked and it is set as the initialization
phase. The procedure for node classification is coined as Algorithm 1.
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Algorithm 1: Embedded, Predicted and Reliable route of Each Individual Node in Graph G

Input: G = {N, E} (Adjacency list data structure of the Graph.)

Output: G {Reliable Routes from source S to Destination D}

Procedure RRPM (Graph G, Adjacency list, Node Parameters)

NodeList←NodeClassification(G)

for ∀vi ∈ V do

templist = neighbour(vi):

∃NAscore (neighbour(vi))> = τ, visited[vi] = 1

for k ← 0 :Average_degree do

Graphcontext = Context (templist, visited)

end for

EVector(Individual_Score vi)← Graphcontext (skip-gram model)

FList ← EVector(SimkranHadamard(vi, vj) [])

Return list_of_feature_combination(s)

Further the node classification is expanded which is coined as Algorithm 2 and it is a classification
procedure.

Algorithm 2: To Produce Classified Nodes of the Input Network

Input: Graph (G)

Output: F1 score and Accuracy Score

Procedure NodeClassification (G)

G ← Graph (Edge list)

Emodel ← Topology2Vec, Node2Vec (G)

Embedlist ← Emodel.getembeddings()

for Embed in Embedlist

evaluate Embedding(Embed)

End for

Return Accuracy Score, F1 score

Then the context function is coined as Algorithm 3 is invoked from Algorithm 1. Input to the skip-gram
model for learning the embedding vectors using the contextual nodes procedure are given as of individual
nodes. The context function scores [33] is being calculated using Neighborhood Affinity (NA) and

I/P
Network

RRPM -
Network

Embedding

RRPM -Node 
Classification

RRPM -
Node 

Prediction
RIP

O/P
Network

with
Reliable
Routes

Figure 3: Flow diagram of the proposed work
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Subgraph Affinity (SA) for producing contextual nodes. The output of RRPM is given as input to RIP. RIP
with RRPM produces the reliable routes from the source to destination node. Hence RRPM has become a
Novel RRPM.

Algorithm 3: Produce the Graph Context of a Source and Destination Node in a Network

procedure Context(templist, visited)

Gclist = templist

for∀vj, vj∈templist and ¬visited[v j]: do

Taugmentlist = neighbour (v j):

∃NAscore(neighbour(v j))> = τ, visited[v j] = 1

Augmentlist = ∃Taugmentlist:

SAscore(Taugmentlist) > = τ

append(Gclist, Augmentlist)

end for

return Gclist

end procedure

3.2 Proposed RRPM Model

The approach of learning latent low-dimensional features is referred as NE representations for the links
or the nodes in a network for the downstream ML tasks. For any graph given, the Node2vec algorithm can
learn for the nodes as continuous feature representations. It is further used for various up and downstream
ML tasks. Again Node2Vec was used to calculate node embedding. To ensure that nodes are embedded
to learn in such a way and which are close in the graph. Remaining close is the embedding space with
Node2Vec.

The concept of second order random walks, however, tries to model the transition probability based on
the currently visited node v, the node t visited before the current one, and the node x which is the target of a
candidate relationship. Node2Vec random walks are thus influenced by two parameters: the returnFactor and
the inOutFactor.

A network with 34 nodes of Zachary’s karate club network data set is taken for algorithm
implementation. Topology2vec is applied on the network and obtained 128 dimensions for the down
streaming process. Only interested nodes are computed based on the node embedding outputs. The
python packages networkx and numpy for the simulation gensim are required. This approach is coined as
Algorithm 4.

Algorithm 4: Topology2Vec arguments

Input: Node1, Node2, Weight (two columns of data, weights in the third column)

Output: num_of_nodesdim_of_representation, node_id, Embedded Vector

Graph G = {Directed|Undirected Network)

Initialize p, q(Default to 1), Noofwalks, walk_length, Edim
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where dim1, … , dimd is the d-dimensional representation learned by node2vec.Node2vec produces
embedding vectors. The vector is then visualized in two dimensional spaces. karate club network and
weighted Input Network is represented as Graph after extraction from NetworkX package for network
embedding process.

3.3 Node Classification

An important applied task in the area of Network Data Science with Node Classification. It could be
viewed as a Graph in a Network as nature. Networkx or Nodex and Neojs are useful in representing a
network as the Graphs. The Produced Network Graph is then can be trained by a model to learn in which
class a node belongs. Pre-processing algorithms include Node Embedding such as Node2Vec, Centrality
algorithms, and auxiliary algorithms. These preprocessing algorithms convert the Graph to Vector
Representation which is the required format for down streaming functions.

Fig. 4 depicts the Route from Source S to Destination D is S->4->5->D. If traffic passes through node
5 leads to packet drop due to non-reliability of the node 5. Before recommending the route, RRPS finds the
reliable routes. For finding the reliable route, Node classification has to be carried out using combined linear
models.

Both Node Classification and Link Prediction have training parameters that can be tuned automatically given
a set of allowed values. The parameters maxEpochs, tolerance and patience control for how long the training will
run until termination. These parameters give ways to limit a computational budget. In general, higher maxEpochs
and patience and lower tolerance lead to longer training but higher quality models. It is however well-known that
restricting the computational budget can serve the purpose of regularization and mitigate overfitting.coefficient =
0.0. Coefficient is calculated with the help of Eq. (3). Here α and δ are constant.

coefficient ¼ coefficient � ða � dÞ (3)

Fig. 5 shows the 10 nodes of 3 Class labels. 3 unclassified nodes classified into 3 class labels.

The combined Linear Models such as Logistic Regression and SVM algorithm is applied to a pre-
processed network. Node classification can be done as a downstream task from node representation
learning or NE, by training a supervised or semi-supervised classifier against the embedding vectors. The
Embedding vector is obtained using the Node2vec algorithm. Fig. 6 shows the classification of reliable
and non-reliable nodes of the network. A Network is classified with class 0 non reliable and class
1 reliable nodes. The Classification algorithm applied on the network and classification accuracy of the
network is obtained.

Figure 4: Rerouting due to identification of malicious/non reliable nodes
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Figure 5: After node classification

Figure 6: Training network with reliable and non-reliable nodes (class1 and class0 network)
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Out of 34 nodes, 24 nodes are considered for the training phase and 10 for test nodes. The algorithmic set
up is mentioned below. The algorithm is set with various penalty values. With the penalty of 0.05, the model
performed well. Time taken to train the LR model is considered, Fig. 6 shows the classification model
outcome of training graph.randomSeed: 2, holdoutFraction: 0.2, validationFolds: 5, params: {penalty:
0.05}, metrics: [ ‘F1_WEIGHTED’ ].

The measures of the classification model are mentioned in Tab. 1. It shows the measures like
nodeProjection, nodeCount, relationshipCount and createMillis for training model and Model time
measurement.

It is observed that penalty 0.0625 performed for the model candidate with the best in the training phase.
Further it is measured with a score of almost 100% over the train graph as shown in Tab. 2. The model scores
a bit lower at about 64% if used in the test graph. This signposts that to the train graph, the model reacted very
well. It was able to unseen data well when generalized fairly.

Tab. 3 is depicting the predicted class, probability confidence of tested graph and it is run till 30 nodes.

Table 1: Train the model time measure

NodeProjection NodeCount RelationshipCount CreateMillis

{"id":{"properties":{},"label":id}} 34 79 19

Table 2: The winning model with varying penalty

Winning model Train graph score Test graph score

{"penalty":0.05} 0.98921428569 0.4674999997

Table 3: Predicted class, probability confidence of test graph

Classified node ID Predicted class Predicted probabilities Confidence

25 0 [0.36358798726248853, 0.6364120127375109] 63

26 1 [0.15490441396376228, 0.8450955860362375] 84

27 0 [0.36358798726248853, 0.6364120127375109] 63

28 1 [0.15490441396376228, 0.8450955860362375] 84

29 0 [0.36358798726248853, 0.6364120127375109] 63

30 1 [0.15490441396376228, 0.8450955860362375] 84

31 0 [0.36358798726248853, 0.6364120127375109] 63

32 1 [0.15490441396376228, 0.8450955860362375] 84

33 0 [0.36358798726248853, 0.6364120127375109] 63

34 1 [0.15490441396376228, 0.8450955860362375] 84
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3.4 Link Prediction

Firstly the karate club Network is integrated with the Neo4j and NetworkX packages. The java based Neo4j
Class Query Language (CQL) was useful in creating a new network dynamically or importing and integrating
with the existing datasets and represented as a graph. Neo4j, data is represented by nodes and relationships
between those nodes. The network analysis of various parameters was carried out. The advantage is that it
can store many interconnecting relationships as data in neo. It is a simple, powerful and flexible and highly
scalable data model for Graph Representations. Also the model ensures vertical scaling, concurrency and
tuning of various parameters. A well-known Neo schema graph database created with integrated karate club
data. Link prediction algorithms based on node with multiple attributes and it is represented in Tab. 4.

The link prediction algorithm finds the average score and number of relationships written. Also the model
is computed with a train and test graph score of 95% with the average penalty of 0.5 as shown in Tab. 5.

4 Evaluation and Results

In the given network, Initially RIP and RRPM are configured in each trial. The size of test packets is
fixed as 1000 byte. Both the models produced the shortest path of the routes as shown in Fig. 7.

The transmission path and time of both the models is measured when there is no link failure in the
network on multiple trials. Single link failure is considered and transmission path is recorded for the link
failure as shown in Figs. 8 and 9.

Table 4: Multiple attributes node for link prediction algorithm

Jaccard coefficient (19, 15)- > 1

(8, 21)- > 0.6666666666666666

(32, 28)- > 0.5

Adamic-adar index (19, 15)- > 0.7553857282466059

(8, 21)- > 0.7553857282466059

(32, 28)- > 0.35295612386476116

Table 5: Link prediction model

Score Relationships
written

Winning model Train graph
score

Test graph
score

0.352956 162 {"maxEpochs":1000,"penalty":0.5} 0.641199 0.605384

Figure 7: Before a link fails of transmission path x
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In the experimental setup, the two routing protocols such as RIP and RRPM use the same path in data
transmission for the single link failure as shown in Tab. 6.

When the node is identified as a malicious node in the network, the transmission path is chosen as shown
in the following Fig. 10 and complete the path in Fig. 11.

Figure 8: After a link fails of transmission path finding

Figure 9: After a link fails of transmission path found

Table 6: The route of transmission

Directions of nodes
before link failure

Directions of nodes
use after link fail

1–2 1–2

2–3 2–6

3–4 6–7

4–5 7–4

Figure 10: Transmission paths due to malicious node
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RIP, RRPMmodels experimented on the weighted karate datasets of 34 nodes and the transmission time
of the network is measured on each trial as shown in Fig. 12. Graph depicted in Fig. 12 compares link fail and
no link fail.

The experiment is carried out for both RIP and RRPM algorithms. The results are illustrated with graph
as Fig. 13. The Inferences are measured with the average data transmission time. Before the link fails, RIP
protocol’s average transmission time is 18.5 ms whereas 18.2 ms for RRPM protocol and hence RRPM is
considerably faster than RIP. Similarly after the link fails, transmission time is calculated for both
algorithms. The RRPM protocol’s packet average data transmission time is measured as 26.5 ms.
Whereas in RIP protocol’s packet average data transmission time is measured as 28 ms. The inference
was noted when the transmit data path is based on the same route and it is for both before and after the
link fails. Standard deviation is measured with a sample and noted that before the link fails the RIP is
0.813 ms and RRPM is 0.799 ms. like that after the link fails to RIP is 0.806 ms RRPM is 0.704 ms. If it
is compared with other existing algorithms like OSPF and RIP [14–30], RRPM out performed as this
work coined Algorithm 1 to Algorithm 4. The transmission time is comparatively less for this proposed
RRPM method and hence this work has introduced a novel method.

Also important note pointed out that the average data transmission time before and after link fails.
Observation claimed that there is a slight difference between RRPM protocol model and RIP protocol
model. Next, the rerouting time is calculated for finding a new transmission path using RRPM protocol,
which is shorter than RIP protocol for reliability. From the experimented results, it is noted that the
RRPM protocol has produced considerably better performance than RIP protocol. The convergence time

Figure 11: Complete transmission paths

Figure 12: Comparison of link failure and no link failure for 30 nodes
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of dynamic routing protocols with single/multiple link failure and the activities single/multiple link recovery
and with RRPM represented in Figs. 14 and 15 respectively.

Figure 13: Comparison of RRPM and RIP model for average data transmission

Figure 14: RIP protocol with RRPM

Figure 15: OSPF protocol with RRPM
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The summary of the notable events in the multiple links failure/recovery scenario is has given below.
The exported values for discussion are also presented in Tabs. 7 and 8. This proposed work is only
compared with RIP and OSPF, but as technology of routing protocol has enhance for WSN, so this
proposed work is also extended with some WSN based protocol and its applications.

5 Conclusion and Future Work

RRPM performed well when compared with traditional single source routing algorithms. The operations
in RRPM can be increased to approach various issues of the network. It was observed that convergence time
of RIP is faster (11.21 s) than OSPF (53.06 s) at the initial stage of the network as there is no link failure or
recovery RIP would be preferred if the network is not prone to frequent network failure as the convergence
time is higher than the OSPF. But the convergence time of RIP would be improved if the hybrid model was
implemented. The average convergence time on multiple trials is improved by a considerable rate. The
performance of hybrid model RRPM with various types of protocols such as measured RIP and OSPF
was measured. The applications of this proposed work may be introduced in duplicate video comparison
video surveillance system [36], authenticated audio video transmission system [37], automated network
traffic based stock price prediction system [38] and highband based network for vehicle identification
system [39,40].

In future, this work could be extended to automate the node, link and network failure detection using DL
algorithm. Also this proposed work would be extended as Failure Detection System (FDS) and Failure
Prevention System (FPS).

Table 7: Routing protocols convergence time for RIP and OSPF

Protocol Type of link(s) failure Convergence time (in Sec)

No link failure Link failure Link recovery

RIP 10.78

RIP Single 211.21 369.36

RIP Double 222.43 500.1

OSPF 53.06

OSPF Single 205.1 365.15

OSPF Double 205.1 517.19

Table 8: Routing protocols RIP and OSPF with RRPM model

Protocol Type of link(s) failure Convergence time (in Sec)

No link failure Link failure Link recovery

RIP with RRPM 10.78

RIP with RRPM Single 207.11 364.96

RIP with RRPM Double 216.13 493.14

OSPF with RRPM 53.06

OSPF with RRPM Single 201.07 360.97

OSPF with RRPM Double 201.64 510.29
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